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President’s Piece Helen Copley

By the time you are reading this I will be entering the final eight months
of my two year ‘stretch’... oops I mean time in office, as Foy President!
Sorry folks, only kidding, I know it’s a little early to start mentioning my
retiring.  However, I wanted to start humorously and this was all my pen
and I could muster. Perhaps it’s because prison has been on my mind
again recently when, in search for inspiration in writing, I looked through
some back issues of Foy News. Firstly, at a paper copy I had from last
years’ spring edition  (paper still being my favourite reading medium if
I’m honest) and from which I found and read again Howard Hagues’
article  on page 28  celebrating FOY/Foy being  90 years old (!) together
with a list of Foy conference theme titles from just the past 14 years!
One particular theme with the title ‘The Key to avoiding the need for
keys: paths to reducing offending and re-offending’ circa 2008 caught
my eye.

Without the luxury of a handy paper copy this time, I delved and not for
the first time into the Foy News archives on the web site (who was it
once said that computers and the internet were rubbish) where luckily
in the Autumn Edition of Foy News 2008 (the earliest listed) I found
Claire Maddock’s report on the conference in question. Claires’ article,
along with other prison statistics, jogged my memory of a Penal Affairs’
Panel presentation I attended during the annual Unitarian General
Assembly meetings, most probably around the same year.  It served
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more than a sobering reminder how harmful, unjust and compounding are
the likely resulting consequences from serving a ‘stretch’ in time as
they say at Her Majesty’s pleasure in this country and irrespective of living
freely or incarcerated.

So risking a little more tongue in cheek humour, might I suggest as a
possible criminal reform method, the next time our Penal Affairs
Commission meets to discuss prison statistics, ought we not invite the
government to send a few criminals along?

Now for something on the lighter side......
Next years’ conference on bereavement is well on its way to being
organised. I know both Tim (Baker) and John (Rowland), our conference
leaders, are working hard to ensure that the subject matter be covered
appropriately and within the context of our conference meeting.  It is not an
easy topic, I’m sure most of us would agree, and thus if we are to gain the
most from it, we might wish to think about this a little, pre conference.

Being well over 50 years old myself now, more and more people I know or
know of  have died, some as a result of old age and more again due to as
yet untreatable health conditions and or complications.

My sister Irene and her husband Dennis lost their baby daughter Suzanne
through a cot death at six months old. My Dad died somewhat prematurely
in his early 60’s as result of a plethora of health problems, mainly caused
through smoking.  More recently, my Mum passed away due mainly in
physicality to old age, though the essence of Mum I knew as a person had
been trickling away just gradually at first, then more rapidly towards the end,
over perhaps the last 3 or 4 years of her life.

Of course all these scenarios brought about in me a host of different
emotions, some of which were easier or harder for me to deal with than
others and on different levels. Becoming older oneself of course also brings
ones’ own mortality into view.

Read on for more personal insights and information from our theme
leaders and please attend Foy Conference 2016 if you can!

Helen Copley
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Richard Varley
I am conscious that I am writing about the Annual Meetings for Foy News some
six months after the event so, as last year, I will reflect on those aspects which
made such an impression that I recall them some time after the event, albeit with
some reference to printed reports!  The proceedings were well reported in the
Inquirer (11th & 25th April and 9th May editions) and elsewhere, not least of all in
GA Zette.  I’m sure that our Treasurer will be pleased if I give a plug and say that
copies are still available: please see details at the end of this piece.

I understand that the original plan was to return to the rural setting of Whittlebury
Hall in Northamptonshire but circumstances led to seeking a new venue.
Having tested the water with more upmarket surroundings, it would have been
risky to have not continued with a similar standard of venue!  The Birmingham
Hilton Metropole had the advantage of maintaining the standard of
accommodation with better transport links, being adjacent to Birmingham
International and the NEC. The various meeting rooms were located closer
together.  However, unlike last year, mid morning and afternoon refreshment
breaks were not held in the same room as the publicity stands, so a more
conscious effort had to be made to encourage attendees to visit them.  As with
last year, I am unable to comment on the overnight accommodation, as this time
I stayed overnight at my son’s house: just one station down the line.  I gather
that the money saved means that the new Foy laptop has now been fully funded!

Foy member, Marion Baker had the responsibility of chairing the meetings at the
conclusion of her presidential year.  She carried out, what must be a challenging
task, excellently and with sensitivity and good humour, doubtless with the
appropriate guidance from Chief Officer, Derek McCauley. In conclusion, she
handed over to John Clifford: Is he the first President to take office wearing a
kilt?!

Reflections on the General Assembly
Annual Meetings 2015
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A major event at the meetings is the Anniversary Service, which was held on
the first evening.  I found John Harley’s anniversary sermon, introduced by a
selfie stick, moving and with a poignant message questioning whether modern
technology, with the potential of bringing people together, was tending to
achieve the opposite and increase isolation.  The ‘Conference of the Birds’ was
beautifully choreographed in the way it conveyed the poignant Sufi story.

On the other hand, I found the film of Jo Clifford’s the ‘Gospel According to
Jesus Queen of Heaven’ very uncomfortable and my thoughts echoed those of
Phil Jackman in GA Zette where he says that “they went through the soft
barriers of my perceived tolerance.”  It was certainly a very thought provoking
piece.

The various meetings afford an opportunity to revisit particular interests or
venture into new territory.  I took the opportunity to go back in time and sample
the deliberations of the Historical Society, where Alan Ruston was recognised
for twenty five years as editor of Transactions and his other wide ranging
historical work.  I was particularly intrigued by the Rev Daniel Costley’s
illustrated talk about Edward Hammond, one of his predecessors in the ministry
at Sevenoaks, whose tombstone he can see from his kitchen window: ‘another
ordinary minister leading an extraordinary life’. Transactions is sold in shops for
£12, but is free to Members of the Unitarian Historical Society which you can
join for £10: I Joined!

that its supporters claim that TTIP will “cut tariffs and regulatory barriers to trade
between the US and EU countries, making it easier for countries on both sides
of the Atlantic to access each other’s markets”

(source http:/www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-30493297).

The meeting passed the resolution calling upon individual congregations and
affiliated bodies of the GA to inform their members of this issue. So that
individuals may study it for themselves and, according to their conscience, take
action if they so wish by contacting their political representatives, and joining
their efforts with groups campaigning against this treaty.

One of the resolutions, tabled by Cross Street
Chapel in Manchester, concerned TTIP:
Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership.  In proposing the motion, the
proposers said that it was a proposed ‘free
trade’ deal between the European Union and
USA. They felt that “there are many people and
organisations who think that TTIP will hand big
business vast new powers over our society,
threatening our public services, workers’ rights,
food safety and our environment”

David Warhurst on TTIP complexities
 They said
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GA Zette included a piece by David Warhurst’s daughter, Sarah Slaven, who
was concerned that if genuine concerns are to be addressed effectively, the
debate needs to be more balanced and to recognise that not all business are
‘the bad guys’.  She felt that the wording of the resolution was very one sided
and paints all businesses as greedy capitalists.  She says “while some
companies are huge global corporations against whom the charges in the
resolution might possibly be levied, many business in the UK are Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) which experience a constant struggle to
generate a forward order book to sustain the employment of their workforce”
and “TTIP means that there will be new opportunities for small and mid-sized
companies to export.  These firms are hit hardest by trade barriers given they
often do not have the time, budget or in-house legal expertise to counter trade
road blocks”.  Well, we are an affiliated body of the GA and you have been
informed of the issue: a good topic to get our teeth into.

John Midgely knows how to summon up a good attendance for a late afternoon
discussion about the Inquirer and how to drum up circulation: advertise an
‘Inquirer Reception’ and offer a glass of wine and nibbles: it was packed with
standing room only!

In time honoured fashion, GA Zette published a ‘scoop’ in edition 4, predicting
an announcement of Rev Dr Ann Peart, first British Unitarian Archbishop to
be made at the forthcoming Plenary that day, April 1st.

These may be obtained from Louise van der Hoeven,
13 Lambton Street, Langley Park, Durham, DH7 9YR.
Please make cheques payable to The Foy Society.
Alternatively, email Louise.  Payment by bank transfer
can be arranged.

Full Sets: £6.00 Single Copies (specify which, edi-
tions 1 to 5): £1.50 (inclusive of postage and packing)

Sets or individual copies of GA Zette

luluvanhoe@yahoo.co.uk
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Welcome Weekend 2015
at Flagg

David Dawson
The editor asked for an impression of this ‘big’ weekend at Flagg.  It’s a
big weekend in terms of numbers (40+ this year) and because it’s now
the only weekend to which everyone and anyone is invited. Long gone
are the years when the Foy Society had other ‘themed’ weekends:
Bonfire, Goose Party, Daffodil; and long gone, thankfully, are chemical
toilets – and the ritual emptying of these at the end of the weekend,
cooking on an open fire, calor gas, and very basic amenities.  But some
things haven’t changed in my fifty years of ‘Flagging’ – we still walk the
triangle, we go over the fields to Monyash, we tramp down Lathkill Dale,
we do our share of the washing-up – without a need for rotas, the
children play in the field - get stung by nettles.  And we eat well – catering
at Flagg is always challenging and this year’s cooks: Tom Needham and
Mark Ruston maintained the standard with calm efficiency .

So Flagg has ritual cornerstones that provide the continuity and the
feeling that this is a very distinctive and special place. But things change
and change is also part of the Flagg narrative. The trees, which we
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planted with a Peak District National Park grant in 1988, are now a
substantial wood.  Today’s children, and there were a lot of them this
year, build dens in the wood, climb the trees, play hide and seek.  The
Flagg Chapel has now been a house for a number of years, but we retain
a reminder of this small Unitarian chapel with a short worship service in
the village hall - this year lead by Alan Ruston. The village hall and its
nearby imaginative children’s playground have become increasingly part
of this weekend with the trustees’ meeting being held in the hall. Our
children enjoy the Flagg playground, and the children from the Flagg
nursery school use our wood for outdoor activities.

It is the trustees that are the focus of the biggest change this year with
the completion of the renovation of The Green.  After years of fairly
minimal maintenance with long tenancies and low capped rents the
property was quite simply tired, out-of-date and with some outbuildings
in a dangerous condition.  Using the trust’s own financial resources and
some loans, the trustees have, in less than two years, modernised the
Green to create a very desirable rental property that can be let at a good
economic rent. There was some concern that it was taking time to find
tenants – but there are tenants now in The Green.  The renovation was
well handled by Mark Ruston, Helen Mason and Alan Dawson, with Scott
Hermiston providing skilled financial control. The ‘new’ Green together
with increased use of The Barn – thanks to Isobel Mason for handling
Barn bookings – would suggest a bright future for The Foy Society at
Flagg.
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Shouldn’t we learn
from the experience
of other countries?

Kathy and I were only able to spend the Saturday at Flagg. We arrived
late morning on a chilly but bright day.  As we turned into the drive leading
to the Barn, John Hewerdine was bent low, trowel in hand, at work on the
back wall. John, who had arrived on the Friday, had lit the stove which
sent more heat up the chimney than into the room. After dumping our
food box on a table I climbed over the low stone wall to join John. Kathy
spent most of her time photographing.

The task was to point the part of the stone wall which had been below
ground level but which was now exposed after soil had been removed
and the resulting trench partly filled with large chippings to facilitate
drainage.  We first needed to remove soil from between the stones which
was holding moisture. The gaps were partly filled with stones which were
lying around. This was as much to conserve mortar as to add strength to
the wall. Before the day was out John got more mortar mix.

…and earlier,

Our Flagg Work Weekend in March
Brian Packer
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 A professional might have kept the stone damp with a water spray gun
but the technique of flicking water from a bucket onto the wall with a soft
brush served just as well.  The mortar mixing board, which has given
good service, was an abandoned plastic sale board that John rescued
and re-employed a few years ago.

While my input was rather limited John soldiered on after Kathy and I left
and completed the task of pointing the wall on the Sunday. If anyone
staying at Flagg wishes to look at the work carried out they will find a fine
fossil filled rock clearly visible at the level at which we worked.

Editor’s note: Yes, here is a picture of the fossilised rock which has a
somewhat different context, now that our pointing has been done around
it.  If you read between the lines, you will realise that I was the only person
at Flagg for the whole weekend.  I was grateful for Kathy and Brian’s
company on the Saturday. Much fun has been had over the years at such
gatherings.  It is certainly not the same, wielding a solitary trowel.  I am
happy to have participated in many such activities in the past and regret
that it isn’t everyone’s cup of tea these days.   Maybe I am the only Foy
member who isn’t getting too old!
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Early June saw the British IRF Oldies converging on the Nightingale
Centre for a week of good cheer.  Last year many of us spent a happy
week cruising the Dutch waterways, so Skipper John and First Mate Dot
invited us aboard their 50 foot narrowboat Scallywag.

Yes it was a proper narrow boat, but it was also pretty long, and this
writer was glad not to be at the helm navigating round the tricky canal
bends. Beautifully fitted out, Scallywag was also beautifully decorated by
the Skipper.

I chose to glide rather than walk along the stretch of the Peak Forest
Canal from New Mills to Bugsworth Canal Basin.  Cool and green and
with only the interruption of one swing bridge the trip was a peaceful
contrast to how the journey would have been in the heyday of the canal.
In its industrial age Bugsworth Basin was the terminus of the canal.
Rock was brought there by train and processed into lime in the now
ruined kilns. Navigation must have demanded considerable skill as the
canal is relatively shallow, the loads of lime heavy and the Basin itself a
labyrinth of ‘sidings’, suggesting that it was well used.

Jane Howarth
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But for us on a beautiful sunny day the Basin meant a watering hole nearby
and a chance to wonder about the elaborate series of stone overpasses
which added to the sense that it had once been a hive of activity.   I was
amazed to discover later that at its peak the Basin could handle up to 600
boatloads a day.

There were other days out of course – a trip to Cresswell Crags and
another to Masson Mill, the Sir Richard Arkright textile mill near Matlock
Bath, beautiful Well Dressings, local strolls and a fiendish jigsaw.

With plenty of pictures of IRF reunions, reminiscences and catching up with
one another it was, as Bill Hayhurst put it, “the best kind of House Party.”
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We find the BBC iplayer radio app on an iPad a very convenient way to catch up
on radio programmes.  It used to be very easy to navigate our way to the
particular programme we want to listen to, until……they updated it!  One of
these days, I daresay, I will spend less time searching for what I’m trying to find.
In my days in industry, there was an adage which said that if something wasn’t
broken, don’t fix it.  I certainly do not believe in standing in the way of progress,
but it is reasonable to expect a change to be an improvement on what is being
replaced.

I seem to recall an outcry when Windows 7 progressed to Windows 8, which
brought with it a totally different presentation on the computer screen.  It was not
long before there was the opportunity to opt to for the screen layout presentation
with which one had been more familiar on previous versions. Even so, you were
not deprived of the opportunity to search for certain features that had been
repositioned: my own particular challenge depends on whether I do a piece on
a desk top with Windows 7 or a laptop with Windows 8!  Perhaps I am making a
plea for developments to take the form of evolution rather than revolution.

When driving around these days, one cannot fail to see the effects of
straightened public finances with much foliage being allowed to grow.  You
contemplate whether you prefer manicured road edges and foliage or you find
an attraction in a more ‘natural’ appearance.  I am reminded of a visit to the Isles
of Scilly a few years ago.  Whilst there, we visited the neighbouring islands of
Tresco and Bryher.  The former island is administered for the crown by the
Duchy of Cornwall and is leased to the Dorrien-Smith estate, which runs it as a
timeshare business, and is primarily a holiday resort: a fairly pricey one at that!

Idle thoughts

of a not so idle fellow

Richard Varley
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Facilities include a convenience store / post office, an art gallery, a pub, and two
café/restaurants, all of which are owned and run by the Tresco Estate. The
result of its management by the estate appeared to result in a very manicured
appearance, which contrasted with the more rugged natural appearance of its
neighbour Bryher.  This has a small working community and offers the visitor a
range of high-quality accommodation in the hotel, small guest houses, self-
catering cottages and a campsite.  There is a shop with bakery and post-office,
local produce stalls, a cafe and a coast side bar, all set in natural surroundings.
I have to say that, on balance, I had a preference for the natural beauty of
Bryher.  Back on the mainland, whilst there are hedgerows that continue to be
cut and maintained, there are many which give the appearance of ‘returning to
nature: a number of lanes are beginning to feel somewhat narrower!

This cutting back on the maintenance regime does have some worrying
consequences.   A number of road signs are disappearing behind encroaching
growth; some of them being mandatory signage.  Approaching a roundabout, it
may be clear where straight ahead and a right turn leads, whilst the left turn may
be the subject of conjecture!   Roadside grass left to run rampant, in one or two
places near where we live, has dramatically reduced sight lines.   I worry
whether the impact of wholesale cut backs is always properly assessed.  There
is a spin off as a result of the reduced frequency of the cutting of roadside grass
in residential areas: a number of residents wander out with their own mowers
and cut the piece outside themselves.

Another change in recent years is the move away from the use numbers 1 to 11
appearing on the back of footballers’ shirts, in many leagues.  No longer are you
given a clue as to the playing position of a particular player.  The advent of
squad numbers has appeared in conjunction, in many instances, of the player’s
name being included.  As a keen cricket watcher, it is a useful development
which aids the identification of unfamiliar players.  In a few instances, squad
numbers have been ‘retired’ in memory of a former player.  For instance, the
number 21 is not used by the England cricket team, in the memory of Ben
Hollioake, who was tragically killed in a car crash in 2002. West Ham United has
ceased to use the number 6 shirt in memory of Bobby Moore.  In our locality,
such an action recently caused a storm when AFC Rushden and Diamonds had
decided to ‘retire’ their number 1 shirt, some four years ago, in memory of a
deceased young player. Apparently, the rules of the league, in which they were

(Continued on page 18)
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playing at the time, said that they had to register a number 1 shirt, but granted
a dispensation for them not to register this number on compassionate grounds.
They have been promoted to the Southern Football League Division One, who
has declined to grant a dispensation.  They have appealed to the Football
Association for dispensation to use number 17 instead but, pending the appeal,
they have been told that their goalkeeper must, as the first team goalkeeper,
wear the number 1 shirt.  Apparently all the clubs in the league use the numbers
13, 17, 24 and 86 for their other goalkeepers.  In the first game, their goalkeeper
trotted out with 17 on his back, with the result that the league fined the club £50:
the supporters had whip round on the clubs behalf.  A petition has been raised.
I leave you to think of your own comments……. I am pleased to say that
common sense finally prevailed in that the Football Association upheld the
appeal.

Whilst on the subject of football related common sense, or rather lack of it, how
about the planning of an evening midweek fixture between Carlisle and
Plymouth?  The BBC reported that the 169 Carlisle fans, who made the 779 mile
round trip to Plymouth for the Tuesday evening match, saw their side suffer a
4-1 defeat for their trouble.  Football League sponsors Sky Bet offered to cover
the cost of tickets and travel for Carlisle supporters. To add to their ‘joy’, Carlisle
then took on QPR in the second round of the Capital One Cup, a week later, and
this time providing a 622-mile round trip for the Cumbrian supporters: at least
they saw them win 2-1 that time! Whilst fixture planners have to take a number
of factors into consideration, it would appear that an appreciation of relative
geographical town location is not one of them!

Reverting back to the subject of shirt numbers, England cricketers have a small
number on their shirts and sweaters reflecting their sequence in those selected
to play for their country.  As the numbers rolled on through the six hundreds,
there was conjecture as to whether the six hundred and sixty sixth player to
represent England would elect to wear ‘the devils number’.  The powers that be
gave him the option: common sense prevailed!  It appears that Adam Lyth of
Yorkshire was not concerned, as he sports the number 666 on his shirt.

I see that the question of Sunday opening hours is raising its head again.  I am
reminded of our quest for a cup of tea on last Easter Sunday morning.  We often
frequent garden centres in our quest and so on that particular day, whilst on our
travels, we sought to quench our thirst.  Two garden centres had their gates
firmly shut, but we found our reward in a café at an out of town ‘shopping village’.
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What we had overlooked was that it was Easter Sunday, and the garden
centres, which otherwise were over 280 square meters, and subject to
restricted opening hours on other Sundays, were not permitted to open on this
particular day.  Like out of town shopping villages, garden centres these days
sell practically everything under the sun, but as their separate product areas are
not ‘compartmentalised’, then they cannot open.  Interestingly, I did hear of
someone who did get a cup of tea at a pretty large garden centre nearby, but I
never did go to the trouble of finding out how they managed it!

Whilst on the subject of tea shops, I am reminded that I was moved to reflect
on the prices for the differing teas that were offered at a café we visited recently.
In this instance the fact that a pot of Redbush tea was 15p dearer than a pot of
Earl Grey.  A sample retail price of a branded quality of a Redbush tea bag
(bought in quantities of 100) I find to be 4.55p, whereas Earl Grey is 4.4p; a cost
difference of 0.15p!  Bearing in mind that there will be a similar cost and profit
recovery for both types of tea, the Redbush drinker is contributing at least an
additional 14.85p to their profits!  Another tea shop I was in recently, quoted a
price difference of 30p between a ‘pot of tea’ and a ‘pot of fruit or herbal tea’: I’ll
let you do the researches on that one: I’d also be interested in the opinion of
that well known tea drinker, David Warhurst, on the subject!

Another curiosity to me concerns presentation in a large nationwide chain of
coffee shops.  Order a pot of breakfast tea and you are presented with a teapot,
containing hot water and tea bag, along with a cup and saucer.  Order a green
tea and a tall (latte type) glass mug, full of hot water, and separate tea bag on
the saucer alongside comes your way – French style!    So far we’ve managed
to persuade them to serve green tea in a tea pot and provide a conventional
cup and saucer: all we’ve still have to achieve is to have the tea bag actually in
the tea pot having been hit by the hot water.  Our favourite little café in
Northampton has a rather novel approach.  Generally it is loose tea, rather than
a tea bag, and green tea is served in a green tea pot and Earl Grey in a grey
tea pot – at the same price!  I leave you to do your own researches…..

Any similarity
with anything on
the previous page
is purely accidental
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Life happens.  When out of the blue Skillonference 2015
‘morphed’ into a DIY event, Foy Council were able to call on the
invaluable long-term friendships and multi talents of Foy
Members who responded generously with offers to prepare and
lead sessions.  Not long afterwards 32 Foy members, 2 children
& local visitor, Mike Steel, a friend of Janice & Martin Croucher,
met 1 – 4 May at the Nightingale Centre, Gt. Hucklow to explore
‘different’ skills outside our Comfort Zones & away from work/life
routines. There was a rolling programme of varied skill sessions
which allowed for doing as much or little as desired.

The exuberant laughter, astonishing adaptability, energy and
creativity experienced during the Skillonference were sure
indications that “a whale of a time” was had by all!

Colin Partington transported machinery, tools and all things
needed to initiate people into scroll saw projects.  One or two
participants found they were “naturals” but with Colin’s superb
tuition, guidance, patience & Partington Humour “failure” just did
not come into it – some people needed more time than others.

Skillonference 2015
Ne’er a dull moment

Janice Croucher
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indications that “a whale of a time” was had by all!

It wasn’t necessary to have one to be inspired by John
Hewerdine’s talk on ways to achieve better results from a digital
camera.   John gave sage advice: “Size of ’gubbins’ out front
doesn’t matter – it is the lens quality, amount of pixels and what
your camera can do that counts. Advice on choosing a new
camera, “A non-reflective black camera body is best – avoid
buying a camera to colour-match your Mobile phone!” John
ranged through the history & development of salient technical
points which sparked a spontaneous discussion on the philosophy
of photography from its role in recording historic events, essential
war reportage, to invasive/sensationalist photojournalism and the
aptly named “Selfie” of today. The group then set off with local
projects to put John’s advice into practice.

Viewing the projects and feeding back to us all that evening; John
praised Lynne Varley for having made the most use of her digital
camera.  Lynne illustrated the use of various techniques by taking
varied shots of the highly familiar Nightingale Centre over a couple
of hours.  By altering film speed, light and angle, experimenting
with colour tones, monochrome and a “gothic” mixture of both,
Lynne was able to manipulate the reactions of the viewer to the
“mood” of the shots, some appearing to belong to the past, some
in varied weather conditions, some indeed quite “Spooky”.

Former nurse, Gwyneth Roper, now a Complementary Therapist
in a Hospice, was a joy to be with as she calmly, with great
patience, encouragement and sparkling northern wit led her craft
sessions for first-timers or the experienced who revelled in the
vast array of card-making materials Gwyneth generously provid-
ed. Joan Partington and Kathy Packer were amazed at what they
managed to achieve.  President Helen Copley had always thought
of herself as “non-crafty” & joined in a bit reluctantly only to be
totally surprised by how much she had enjoyed the relaxed social
interaction and being able to achieve outside her Comfort Zone.

Later, wearing another “hat”, Gwyneth, even more relaxed (some
of us felt on the brink of  dozing off!), introduced the history &
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techniques of Indian Head Massage.  Not only did participants feel
better as we practised on each other under Gwyneth’s tutelage but
some were inspired to investigate Complementary Therapies
further.

The “fruits” of Saturday’s Skill Sessions, the Scroll Saw and
Card-makers  created, painted efforts made an impressive display
as part of Liz Shaw’s Sunday morning Service “Creativity and
Compassion” in Gt Hucklow Chapel.  Items included very attractive
hand-made cards plus the beautifully produced & painted
“Peacock Puzzle” (Lizzie Roper); and “Interlocking Cats” (Dot
Hewerdine) amongst Whale Jigsaws, A Winter Tree, Cosy Cottage
and F O Y (in caps by Tim-the-Cap). Richard Merritt’s backed &
framed, elegant ‘Candle Panel’, had inspired others to add a little
‘extra’ e.g. by inserting an orange transparency behind “The
Cottage” its windows gained a warm glow; adding black silhouettes
the same glow illuminated the “interior & passengers seen in the
windows of the Red Bus created by Foy’s very own Coach
Driver/Travel Guide par excellence, David Warhurst.

Liz linked the Skillonference Theme with the importance of
exploring creativity; the more we discover about ourselves, the
more we are prepared to move outside our Comfort Zone & realise
that adaptability and compassion are essential ingredients of our
ongoing care for this planet and the people who inhabit it:  The
Chapel Service Collection was to be added to £ for £ by Hucklow
Chapel Trustees, sent to the Unitarian Relief Fund for the people
of Nepal devastated by the recent Earthquake, known to have
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claimed over 8000 lives so far. As Liz said, “In small ways we can
all make a difference”.

At times rain rained and the wind blew but Josh Hewerdine had
thought of everything – providing outsize indoor games, “just in
case.” Giant Jenga was an uproarious favourite! Weather
permitting, Josh introduced “Ultimate Frisbee “– so egalitarian that
those over 70 felt able to play alongside Foy members half their
age!

Exploring the Nightingale Estate proved to be a “Walk of
Wonders” as Julie Dadson revealed her encyclopaedic
knowledge of the flora, fauna and geology of the area: “Turn over
a rock from a dry stone wall and “read” the remarkable geological
& natural history of Derbyshire”.  Fossilised sea shells were a
revelation, evidence from a time when the area was under a warm,
shallow sea.. The inspired walkers felt that Julie had had a
profound influence, giving them a comprehensive Walker’s “Eye”.

In the extensive, developing Nightingale gardens which Julie
manages with only one regular helper, Foy members gathered to
“lend a hand”. Member Zoe wielded a spade & weeded with great
gusto! The gardens grow fresh provender for the Nightingale
Centre’s caterers as well as being a multi-purpose space for
community activities, celebrations, gardening courses*, field
studies  for local schools and last but not least, visitors’ relaxation..
Please see the current Nightingale Centre Brochure for the dates
                                                                     of gardening courses.
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Happy, chatty Holly (I want people) Hewerdine (30 mths) & her
brother Dylan (3 mths), both provided hours of “skills
development”.  Holly initiated willing “playmates” into the skills of
play with her array of up-to-date super practical/creative toys.
Enchanting Baby Dylan accepted any obliging shoulder for a
cuddle & slept unperturbed through many a lively discussion. Snug
in his baby sling, courtesy of his Aunty Emily; Dylan even took part
in The Walk of Wonders.. Our cuddling skills were developed
thanks to the generosity of the “experts” – Holly and Dylan had no
less than 11 family relatives - 3 generations - present at
Skillonference!  A record for FOY Conference – unless our readers
know better….

Of course there were “ Fun & Games” - Foy members well & truly
“let their hair down” re: the ‘creative’ ‘Rules’(?) of Richard Varley’’s
“Scattergories”; plus were equally rowdy during 3 excellent,
challenging team card games provided by Lizzie Roper.  Colin’s
DingBats, made their traditional late night appearance: “all Greek”
to us ordinary folks but frequently deciphered in a flash by Lizzie
Roper or John Rowland.

to those who led the Epilogues and Morning Devotions; to Julie,
Stella & her Staff at the Nightingale Centre who always “go the
extra mile” to make Foy Society events such an outstandingly
enjoyable experience.

Our thanks &
gratitude to Helen
Copley, our gracious
and diplomatic
President for whom
nothing seemed too
much trouble; to all
Foy members who,
at short notice, gave
freely of their time
and talents to
prepare and lead
the “skill sessions”;
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Winter Walking…

Yes, Winter Walking Weekend will once again
be on the horizon before we know it.  Here is one
of many pictures from the last one.  Next Winter
Walking Weekend will be 8th-10th January, 2016
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BIRF Break 2016

The Oldies are at it again! We Brit IRFers seem to have formed the
‘habit’ of getting together each year for an informal ‘house-party’.
A few days relaxing in the company of old friends at our favourite
place in Derbyshire; some excursions to local places of interest
and evenings spent chatting, tackling a feverishly difficult jigsaw
puzzle or playing Bananagrams.  We have a provisional booking
at The Nightingale Centre from 19-23 September, 2016.

Even if you have yet to join an IRF Oldies International Reunion
(the next one is in Germany in 2017) see early information
opposite - anyone who attended an IRF Conferences from the late
1950s into the 1970s is welcome at the BIRF Break as well as an
Oldies Reunion.

Interested? Contact me at vawalker55@gmail.com
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This is what they hope to arrange.  Fuller information should be
available in time for the spring issue of this magazine.

Everyone so enjoyed the city break in Newcastle in 2011 that with
good direct transport, and the opportunity to see an historic city,
the 2017 Oldies will start with a week-end in Berlin. Then on the
Monday a coach will take everyone to a place called Chorin (near
the town of Eberswalde).

We will be staying in a region of the former DDR (in 2005 we
stayed close to the border and had trips into the East). It is an area
which I think we would describe as a Nature Reserve, not far from
the River Oder and the border with Poland. It has become a
popular area for Berliners to visit.

There are some historic ruins nearby and opportunities for short
walks. Our German friends will be visiting the area in late
September of this year, hoping to agree accommodation and
prices and to explore opportunities for visits to other places of
interest.

 28 July to 5 August 2017

Early news from Gudrun and our European Hosts
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Richard and Helen Merritt who
celebrated their Ruby Wedding
Anniversary on 10th August

Jill Arthur who is starting a PhD at Cardiff University. Welcome
back to this side of the water.

Valerie Walker on the birth of her
first grandchild. Noah Parry was born
to daughter Abi and partner Ben on
28 April 2015, weighing 9lbs 2oz.

Rosemary
Ruston and
Wendy
Williams
celebrated
their 80th
birthdays on
21st August
2015 with
brother Mike
Tomlin and
other family
members.

Best Wishes

Congratulations

News of Members
Hazel Warhurst
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David Skelton, who has recently faced brain surgery to remove a
melanoma tumour;

Alan Laver recovering from a successful operation in May to have a
tumour removed from a difficult place on his spine;

all other Foy members who are currently facing health issues and
related medical investigations, something many of us could face at
some point as we live longer than our parents.

Apologies if I have missed events significant to other Foy Members.
Please remember to send me anything you would like to be shared in
Foy News.

Membership Subscriptions:

The rate remains £7.50 for Individual Membership and £10.00 for a
couple.

Please make all cheques payable to “The Foy Society”. Bank transfers
are very acceptable – please ask me for bank details. Why not consider
setting up a standing order and be free of me chasing you for ever?!!

Changes of Contact Details

Please, please don’t forget to send me your updated email listing or
change of address, as soon as possible - so that I can keep our records
up to date.

Unitarian Chalice handkerchiefs and ties on sale.

They would make ideal Christmas gifts. See poster for Handkerchiefs
available from me.

Martin Fieldhouse is selling the ties in Black, Green, Maroon and Navy.
Recommended price is £12, but being sold with 25% discount at £10.
Contact Martin

Loving thoughts

pyrenmount@btopenworld.com
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Next Year’s Foy Conference
Fri 29th April - Mon 2nd May, 2016

In concluding her report on this year’s Skillonference, Janice Croucher
shared with us the following ideas for the future:

Next year?  Tim “the Cap” Baker (cap-less he can levitate!) and John
Rowland will lead a conference on Bereavement: a subject which concerns
us all yet has too often been taboo in ‘polite’ society.  With their
enthusiasm, knowledge, good humour and life experience rest assured
another successful conference is on the cards.

I am not resigned to the shutting away of loving hearts

in the hard ground.

So it is, and so it will be, for so it has been, time out of mind:

Into the darkness they go, the wise and the lovely. Crowned

With lilies and with laurel they go; but I am not resigned.

Suffering the death of family members and of friends is universal, and
bitterly painful, no matter how often we experience it or at what age. Yet
some funerals, some memorials and some wakes reflect a joyous life,
better, and are more of a comfort for those who survive, than others.

Tim Baker and I are co-organisers of FOY conference 2016, with a theme
of bereavement and grief. Tim is a qualified counsellor working in the
person-centred tradition, while I am entirely lay, but we both feel that it’s an
area which isn’t handled very well by much of contemporary British society.
My aim for the weekend is to find ways to help each other through these
most difficult days as best we can, and to try and make more memorials
more joyous and more true to life.

John Rowland, one of our Study Leaders for next
year’s Conference, sent us this…
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The best, most loving wake I have been to was for a friend who died of
cancer in his mid-forties: his experiences from diagnosis to his final
days, plus two post-obiter entries posted by others, are at a
pseudonymous blog https://eamonblunt.wordpress.com/

Because he suffered a terminal illness over two years or so, he could
help to plan the funeral and wake in person. His funeral, interment and
wake reflected his music, his humour (at the wake, guests received tiny
wooden coffins  on keyrings, each printed with his name and dates), and
his love of puzzles and games. Grieving for Eamon began many months
before his death, and the last time we spoke I already had the thought
that it might be the last time in my mind, though I tried not to show it.

In utter contrast, within the last eight weeks I have twice learnt of the
sudden death of a friend - one in an accidental fall, and one by suicide.
These came as an appalling compounded shock, and grieving for them
feels very different. (It also feels painfully ironic that these two deaths
happened after FOY fixed the theme for 2016 but before the conference
itself - damn it, if only it had been last year!) All of a sudden, an entire
set of possible futures has been destroyed, a set of late-night
philosophising conversations will never happen, Helen and I will never
have a particular houseguest:- the world will never be quite the same
again.

I don’t really have a coda or conclusion here;  anything I can write feels
inadequate. The opening and closing epigraphs (taken from Edna St.
Vincent Millay’s poem Dirge Without Music) seem more powerful.

I do want to give you my great thanks for reading these words. And if
you’re planning to attend FOY conference next year, Tim and I think it
would be useful if you can (and only if you wish) spend a little time
thinking of words, printed tributes, or practices that have helped you at
times of great grief, and that you are prepared to share. (Concluded over)

Down, down, down into the darkness of the grave

Gently they go, the beautiful, the tender, the kind;

Quietly they go, the intelligent, the witty, the brave.

I know. But I do not approve. And I am not resigned.
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